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Baudoin Ocean Wash-Systems b.v. is constantly working on new developments, techniques and innovations in the area of Super Yacht, Boat and 
Cruise line cleaning installations and accessories. By using our innovative reverse osmosis system the Super Yacht can be cleaned without the 
use of soaps, but the biggest advantage of our system will be that drying after cleaning will be unnecessary. 
Feedback from the market is considered most important at Baudoin, which results in products being made for and by the Super Yacht industry.  
With 25 years of experience in the industry as a producer of various wash systems and active on the Super Yacht industry since 2003 - for new-

The products of Baudoin Ocean Wash-Systems are being developed, manufactured and assembled in our own workshop. We are able to build 

this brochure, Baudoin or one of our dealers, will translate all your needs into a customized product. Besides building Pure Water Units we also 
build Trailers, Vans, Trucks and Containers with fully equipped Pure Water Systems.

With our professional trained teams we are able to arrange a total Wash Down of the yacht with our 
especially equipped wash trucks and Wash Tender Boats. Also the service and delivery of Pure Water. OCEAN WASH-SERVICES
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THE ULTIMATE WASH SOLUTIONTHE ULTIMATE WASH SOLUTION

1. Innovative low and middle pressure units;
2. Durable high quality products;
3. Distinctive modern compact design;
4. Flexible custom build solutions;
5. Enginered and build in The Netherlands;

7. Computer controlled system;
8. Constant ultra pure water;

9. Computer program can be done in more than 12 languages;
10. High quality SS 316 pumps;

12. Low maintenance units;
13. Own development and research;
14. Ultimate water pressure and saving water consumption;
15. Ergonomic carbon light wash equipment & multiple accessories;
16. Total concept supplier.

The Baudoin Ocean Pure Water Units are available in 
different measurements and we can fully organize the 
workspace for the wash equipment to your needs.

WHY CHOOSE A BAUDOIN OCEAN WASH-SYSTEM



SMA200 Baudoin Aqua Force Smart 200 (40 KG) 
The smallest Water Unit in our product range, which is available in a mobile or stationary version without 
control unit. Suitable for small boats up to 15 meters. 
- produces 160 liter of pure water each hour - without automatic control system 
- SS frame 75x38x38cm with 2 wheels and handle - 

BAUDOIN AQUA FORCE PURE WATER FILTER UNIT

BAFCM500 Baudoin Aqua Force compact mobile 500 (140 KG)
This Water Unit is a mobile solution and there for suitable for almost every Yacht, Yard or harbour.

- produces 400 liter of pure water each hour - with automatic control system 
- SS frame 75x38x130cm - 
-  - transport kit existing of: 4 wheels, 2 handles
- SS hose reel incl. 70 meter hose - front pressure pump

As a manufacturer, we have many years of experience in producing and developing our own Reverse Osmosis Units. The Baudoin Reverse 

capability; soap and all other cleaning tools will not be necessary anymore. By washing the Super Yacht with Baudoin Aqua Force Pure Water it 
will quickly get a clean, nice, shiny and spotless result, even at dark paint!

The lifespan of the paint can be extended by cleaning the Super Yacht regularly with our Pure Water Systems

Our most important goal to obtain is a stripeless and shiny result with our clean pure water. Therefor we only selected the best materials to 
maintain our high quality. These 100% self-operating machines are very easy to control and are low maintenance. The Units can be executed 
from 200 liter to 2000 liter each hour depending on the size of the Super Yacht and number of the crew.

SMA400 Baudoin Aqua Force Smart 400 (60 KG)
This medium Water Unit in our product range is available in a mobile or stationary version without control unit.   
- produces 360 liter of pure water each hour - without automatic control system 
- SS frame 75x38x38cm with 2 wheels and handle - 

BAFC450 Baudoin Aqua Force Smart compact 450 (75 KG)
This medium Water Unit which is only available in a stationary version is the 
smallest unit with a automatic control system. Suitable for boats up to 25 meters.
- produces 350-400 liter of pure water each hour   - with automatic control system 
- SS frame 120x38x38cm   
-    - front pressure pump

BAFC500 Baudoin Aqua Force compact 500 (100 KG)
This is a stationary Water Unit for those who need lots of pure water. Suitable for yachts from up to 35 meters.
- produces 400 liter of pure water each hour - with automatic control system 
- SS frame 75x38x59cm - 
-  - front pressure pump
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BAUDOIN AQUA FORCE PURE WATER FILTER UNIT

These Units, which are one of the biggest units in our product range, are normally build into the Super Yachts 
with a length of 60 to 160 meter +. The difference of these units are that they have a single or dual Reverse 
Osmosis unit. It will be connected to a technical water tank or directly mounted onto the deck-wash system 
on board of the Yacht. This will make it possible to have pure water on every deck outlet.

- digital touch screen panel and computer

- SS 316 pressure deck-wash pumps in a range from 0 till 25 bar
- with automatic control system

- SS front pressure pump, tapwater input pressure 3-6 bar
- on request available in different measurements

BAFVC1000 Baudoin Aqua Force Compact 1000 Fixed (450 KG)
- produces 1 x 1000 liter of pure water each hour, 24.000 liter max. p/day

BAFVC2000 Baudoin Aqua Force Compact 2000 Fixed (575 KG)
- produces 1 x 2000 liter of pure water each hour, 48.000 liter max. p/day

BAFVCD1000 Baudoin Aqua Force Compact dual 1000 Fixed (850 KG)
- produces 1 x 1000 liter of pure water each hour, 24.000 liter max. p/day
- has a back-up for 1 x 1000 liter of pure water each hour, 24.000 liter max. p/day
- SS 316 frame 180x70x180cm

BAFVCD2000 Baudoin Aqua Force Compact dual 2000 Fixed (1000 KG)
- produces 1 x 2000 liter of pure water each hour, 48.000 liter max. p/day
- has a back-up for 1 x 2000 liter of pure water each hour, 48.000 liter max. p/day
- SS 316 frame 180x70x180cm

requirements, we have our own engineering department to design your own system. 

BAFC900: Baudoin Aqua Force Compact 900 (115 KG)  
This is a stationary Water Unit with automatic control system and produces a large amount of pure water per 
hour which makes him suitable for yachts up to 50 meters. 
- produces 900 liter of pure water each hour 
- suitable for 2 persons 
- SS frame 125x45x45 cm. - front pressure pump



OCTL25SPA  Ocean Series Trend Line 35 sponge
  Yellow sponge 25 cm with 7cm small    
  angle onto 28 cm carbon pole for SS, paint 
  and glass

OCTL25SP Ocean Series Trend Line 35 sponge 
  Yellow sponge 25 cm direct onto 28cm carbon  
  pole, for SS, paint and glass. 
   

OCTL35B2815A   Ocean Series Trend Line 35 brush
  Brush half round, blue 28 cm with 7cm small  
  angle onto 28 cm carbon pole, hair thickness  
  0.15mm for SS, paint and glass

OCTL35B2015  Ocean Series Trend Line 35 brush 
  Brush blue 20 cm direct onto 28 cm carbon  
  pole, hair thickness 0.15mm for SS, paint and  
  glass

OCTL35W2050 Ocean Series Trend Line 35 brush 
  Brush, red 20 cm direct onto 28 cm carbon  
  pole, hair thickness 0.5mm extra hard for teak  
  deck

OCTL35PH Ocean Series Trend Line 35 padholder
  Padholder 23 cm direct onto 28 cm carbon  
  pole for teak deck

Baudoin Ocean Wash-Systems B.V. develops and produces its own special ergonomic light 
carbon poles, brushes and accessories. The poles are very strong, light and easy to handle for 
cleaning the Super Yachts. The brushes are available in different shapes, colours, thickness 

and an ergonomic shape, which makes you able to stretch out the pole simply and quick. 

No doubt that this system is the best available on the market! 

We offer for our poles a wide range of standard brushes and accessories. Due to the fact we have our 
own workshop, we can also supply custom-made brushes and accessories (on request).

CCP35TL6Z Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 35, set 6 meter 
- 3 poles length 150 cm 
- 1 pole length 120 cm incl. rubber protection shell

CCP35TL9Z Carbo Clean Pole Trend line 35, set 9 meter 
- 5 poles length 150 cm 
- 1 pole length 120 cm incl. rubber protection shell steel quick connection coupling.

OCEAN WASH-SERIES CARBON POLES
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Ocean series trend line 35 boathook

OCTBHK

OCEAN WASH-SERIES EQUIPMENT

Chamois blue with case holds 8 times its 
weight in liquid.

OCTLDM320

Spraygun blue professional with rubber 
protection, with variable water spray 
SS ½” male DN8 

OCTLSG8

Flexible window blade grey 35 cm. squeegee, 
with 13 cm. Carbon handgrip with rubber 
protection cap.

OCTVT35

OCTFSB60  Trend Line 35 Blue 60 cm rubber 

OCTFSB60

28cm carbon pole for paint, window and 
teak.

OCTVT45

strands. Very soft for effective cleaning.

OCTDM210

Mop. Made from extra absorbent PVA coated 
material. 78mm wide strips quickly dry decks 
and paint

OCTDM330D

Baudoin Aqua Force Mobile Water softner, 
automatic duplex, in shock resitant robust 
waterproof housing, 1/2”-3/4” 
capacity  600-1400 ltr/hour

 BAFMWS

Low pressure washer 18L, 12 volt including 
two lithium batteries, charger, spray lans & 7 
mtr. hose with pro-coupling

OCTNLP

Ocean Series trend line 35 pole adaptor 
direct on 28 cm. carbon, for Baudoin  (and 
Shurhold) accessories (for Flexible water 
blade, and mop)

OCTA 

OCTSF1500



OCEAN WASH-TENDERNEW OCEAN STORAGE SYSTEMS

BAUDOIN OCEAN WASH-SYSTEMS BV

Tielenstraat 11, 5145 RC Waalwijk - PO Box 335, 5140 AH Waalwijk - The Netherlands

Industrial park 2331 | T. +31(0)416 695 095  

E. info@baudoin.nl | I. www

WINNER OF 

This custom made Ocean Wash Tender is equipped wit hall needs and 
luxury you can imagine, without compromise. You can wash the Super 
Yacht from the waterline, with ergonomic and strong carbon Cleaning 
Poles up to 15 mtr. With soft sponges or brushes and the Baudoin Aqua 
Force Pure Water. The Ocean Wash Tener is a multifunctional boat which 
can be used as a safe Crew Tender Boat, for cleaning the super Yacht 
and for example diving, waterskiing and much more.

5 - 15 MTR FULL CUSTOM MADE TENDERSCLEAN FORCE SERIES PRODUCTS FOR CLEANING
AND PROTECT THE EXTERIOR OF THE YACHT

SOLAS 
PROOF

SPECIAL CUSTOM BUILD 
WASH-SYSTEMS SOLUTIONS 
FOR TENDERS.

NEW HYBRID OR
  

E-TENDER (100% ELECTRIC)

FOR ALL OCEAN WASH EQUIPMENT 
AND CLEAN FORCE SERIES PRODUCTS WE 
HAVE  SUITABLE STORAGE SYSTEMS

CF 735  TOP COATING
CF 730  SHAMPOO & COATING
CF 681  IRON CLEANER
CF 675  HEAVY DUTY CLEANER & DEGREASER

DESIGN YOUR TENDER 

NEW OCEAN 
STORAGE 
SYSTEMS

NEW CLEAN 
FORCE SERIES 
PRODUCTS

SPECIAL BUILD RIB
8,7 MTR

FOR INFORMATION OR WASH SERVICE

Erik van Liempd  + 31 (0)6 53 49 20 99 
  erik@baudoin.nl

Joost Heestermans  + 31 (0)6 51 46 70 09 
  joost@baudoin.nl

.baudoin.com


